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Poverty, Race, and New Directions in Child Welfare Policy

Dorothy E. Roberts

The following essay is based on a presentation by Professor Dorothy Roberts, the Spring 1999 Orthwein Scholar in Residence, who spoke on 10 March 1999 as part of an interdisciplinary panel.

Most of my work over the last ten years has concerned reproductive freedom, especially the relation between race and the meaning of reproductive liberty. I have just turned my attention to the child welfare system, and I will present some of my early thoughts about how race and class affect recent shifts in federal child welfare policy. Everyone agrees that America’s child welfare system is deeply flawed. The perspective does not matter; social workers, sociologists, politicians, promoters of adoption, and promoters of family preservation all agree that something is terribly wrong with our child welfare system.

First, an alarming half a million children are in foster care in America. There is something wrong with that number even before one confronts what happens to the children in the foster care system. Too many children drift from temporary home to temporary home and too few families are kept together, despite a major legislative change in 1980 to support the preservation of families. Rates of termination of


3. See KENNY GOLDEN, DISPOSABLE CHILDREN: AMERICA’S WELFARE SYSTEM 16-19
parental rights are still alarmingly high, and many children who are returned to their homes end up back in foster care. Unfortunately, many children who should not have been returned find themselves returned to violent homes. Finally, too few children who we know cannot safely be returned home never get adopted.

On every count the system is failing. It seems that every couple of decades there is a dramatic shift in policy, yet nothing seems to work. Policy changes rarely reflect careful deliberation about the best way to reduce the numbers of children in foster care or to promote the welfare of children in America. Typically, legislators scramble to revise the law because of a story embraced by the media. When a dramatic case involving child welfare makes it to the papers, there is a large rush to change the system in order to prevent this case from happening again. Too often the change is based on the interests of a privileged group of adults and not on the best interests of the children in foster care.

The number of children in foster care is not diminishing but increasing. Other than the fact that everyone complains about the foster care system, one thing remains constant—the public child welfare system in America is populated almost exclusively by poor children, a disproportionate number of whom are Black. Despite family preservation programs an alarming number of poor Black children continue to pour into the foster care system, and the state continues to supervise their families. If an outsider looked at the American child welfare system, she would likely conclude that this is not a system designed to promote the welfare of America’s children. Rather, it is a system designed to regulate, monitor, and punish poor families, especially poor Black families.

To an outsider, the child welfare system would look similar to the criminal justice system. It certainly seems that the purpose of our

(1997).


5. See CHILDREN’S DEFENSE FUND, supra note 2, at 64 (“Approximately 502,000 children were in foster care at the end of 1996—about 25 percent more than in 1990.”).

6. See GOLDEN, supra note 3, at 17.

criminal justice system is to punish poor people because only the poor populate the system. One might conclude it is especially meant to punish Black people, who now comprise the majority of those in prison. Dependency proceedings in urban centers in America resemble criminal proceedings because all you see are black and brown people in court.

I think this is an injustice; there is something profoundly wrong with this picture of the child welfare system. We need to figure out how to end it, yet recent trends in federal child welfare policy do not make this picture any better.\textsuperscript{8} Instead, these trends make the picture worse both for the material conditions of the families in the child welfare system and for the message that the policy sends about these conditions.

The policy I would like to focus on is incorporated in the Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA),\textsuperscript{9} which President Clinton signed in November of 1997. I believe ASFA is tied to welfare reform and changes in federal policy regarding transracial adoption.\textsuperscript{10} When Clinton signed ASFA he stated it would further his adoption initiative, which had the goal of doubling the number of children adopted in America by the year 2002.\textsuperscript{11} ASFA is generally seen as a major shift in federal child welfare policy. Its predecessor, the 1980 Child Welfare Act,\textsuperscript{12} was also a major shift in child welfare policy at the time, because it emphasized reunification of children in foster care with their families and tried to prevent children from entering foster care. Although not very successful as a family preservation policy, at least the Child Welfare Act tried to prevent state disruptions of families. ASFA, however, reflects criticisms of the family preservation


\textsuperscript{9} See Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997, supra note 8.

\textsuperscript{10} If I had more time, I would also explore the analogy I suggested in my opening and tie shifts in child welfare policy to changes in the criminal justice system, as well. I think there are also connections between the child welfare system and the criminal justice system that help to explain why there are so many Black children in the child welfare system. Both the child welfare and the criminal justice systems provide ways for the state to control children.


approach and instead emphasizes adoption as the way to solve the problem of foster care. One way ASFA promotes adoption is through expedited termination of parental rights to “free” children for adoption. Whereas the Child Welfare Act sought to reduce the foster care population by preserving families and reunifying children with their parents, ASFA seeks to reduce the foster care population by speeding up the termination of parental rights to allow more children to be adopted.

ASFA also addresses the concern that the family preservation philosophy returned too many children to dangerous homes. The congressional testimony and newspaper articles during the pre-ASFA hearings emphasized cases of children who were returned home and killed. One of the primary supporters of a change in the law was Richard Gelles, a domestic violence expert now at the University of Pennsylvania. He wrote a popular book called *The Book of David, How Preserving Families Can Cost Children’s Lives*, which is based on a compilation of cases concerning abused children. The book recounts the tragic story of a child suffocated by his mother after he was returned to her from foster care. Gelles argued that cases like this happen because of family preservation policies such as the Child Welfare Act, which provided that a state would receive money for foster care only if the state made “reasonable efforts” to reunite children in foster care with their biological families. He claimed that social workers and courts interpreted “reasonable efforts” to mean absolutely all efforts—do whatever possible to put children back, even when it meant endangering children’s lives. According to Gelles and other critics, family preservation policies did more to hurt children than to help them. Gelles writes, “The basic flaw in the child welfare system is that it has two contradictory goals: protecting children and


15. See id. at 115-20.
This view pits protecting children’s rights against preserving families by returning children home. When viewed from this perspective, family preservation starts to look like a dangerous policy. Therefore, ASFA amends the Child Welfare Act by exempting severely abused and tortured children from family preservation requirements. Under ASFA there is no requirement that social workers try to preserve these families.

ASFA also implements a shift in emphasis from family preservation to adoption by using expedited timetables for terminating parental rights, offering assistance to states to increase adoptions, and providing financial bonuses to states based on the number of adoptions of children in foster care above a base level from a prior year. States receive four thousand dollars from the federal government for each child adopted above the baseline and six thousand dollars for each child adopted with special needs. The logic behind these incentives is to help the one hundred thousand children in foster care who cannot be returned safely home to get adopted. These children have been languishing in foster care and suffering developmental damage from the lack of a stable home.

Generally, I think the government should encourage and facilitate the adoptions of these children. If children cannot return home or maintain contact with their parents, then it is often better for them to be adopted than to stay in foster care. The problem with ASFA’s preference for adoption is that it expedites the termination of parental rights when family preservation is not hopeless. It also pressures state agencies to increase the number of children adopted rather than reuniting them with their families. This exacerbates the conflict that is characteristic of child welfare agencies. While caseworkers are trying to reunite children with their biological parents and provide supportive services, they must simultaneously plan for the termination of the parents’ rights and find adoptive homes. The result will be that some children and parents, who could have been kept together with assistance obtaining the adequate and appropriate resources, will be permanently separated.

16. Id. at 152.
Although one critique of family preservation is that too many children are returned to dangerous homes, another critique finds that sufficient efforts were never made to preserve families. The typical family preservation program provides too little support for too little time. We do not know the potential of long-term, well-funded family preservation services. ASFA’s emphasis on adoption will make it less likely that states will provide such services. It is also unlikely that states will find adoptive homes for all the children whose parental rights are terminated. I am especially concerned about the message from Congress this Act conveys—that these children are coming from hopeless homes and it is both dangerous and not cost efficient to preserve them. In effect, we might as well abandon these families and encourage more privileged families to adopt these children.

I absolutely agree that clarifying the “reasonable efforts” mandate does not mean doing whatever it takes to reunite a family regardless of the condition of the home and the fitness of the parents. However, I do not believe that most social workers interpreted “reasonable efforts” that way. There are many appellate decisions reversing orders terminating parental rights. The courts found that social workers made meager efforts and sometimes even hindered parents’ attempts to reunite with their children in foster care. Thus, it is not completely true that social workers returned children home no matter what the circumstances.

Moreover, when one examines the more tragic cases, one finds that procedures often just went wrong (the case went from judge to judge or from caseworker to caseworker who eventually lost track of the family). In hindsight, if someone would have just read the entire record, the child would not have been returned home. I suspect some children were mistakenly sent back to violent parents because of

indifference, not zeal for family preservation.

However, the clarification of “reasonable efforts” is only going to affect a minority of children in foster care. Most children are not in foster care because their parents severely abused or tortured them; rather, neglect is the most prevalent reason children are in foster care. In most cases the neglect is related to poverty. If these parents possessed the same resources that I have to take care of my children, their children would probably not have been removed from the home. The reasons for neglect are usually more complicated than not having enough money to buy food. For instance, parents may not be able to afford a proper heating system, so they use a faulty heater that causes a fire in the apartment. For lack of money for child care, parents leave their children alone at home and the children end up injured. Poor children placed in substitute care because of neglect are the ones primarily affected by ASFA. Are these children better off if we speed up termination of their parents’ rights and push them toward adoption?

Some people assume that speeding up the termination of parents’ rights will automatically result in adoptions. I am not willing to concede that result. Some people also wrongly believe that there is

20. See Duncan Lindsey, The Welfare of Children 139-56 (1994); Alex Morales, Seeking a Cure for Child Abuse, USA Today (Magazine), Sept. 1998, at 34 (“Approximately 55% of the kids who are seriously mistreated suffer from severe neglect.”).


Overall the data examined in this and other studies clearly demonstrate that child abuse is not the major reason children are removed from their parents. Rather, inadequacy of income, more than any other factor, constitutes the reason that children are removed.

. . . More and more the variables we thought had some bearing in deciding the issue appear a smoke screen masking the real issue, which is poverty. At the very least, we need to be honest about why children are being taken away.

Lindsey, supra note 20, at 155. See also id. at 157-83 (criticizing the preoccupation with severe physical abuse and sexual assault rather than child poverty, which affects a much larger population of children).

22. See supra note 13.
something inherently good about terminating the rights of parents whose children are in foster care. Children, even neglected children, typically value and want to maintain a relationship with their parents. The state severing this relationship does not benefit the child if he is not adopted, whereas it does inflict a serious sense of loss on the child. It is a false hope to believe that terminating parental rights either inherently benefits children or automatically places them in adoptive homes.

It is hard to predict ASFA’s impact on the foster care population; we will need to study the outcomes. Prior research shows that in many states the number of terminations of parental rights has been increasing annually. Although the number of adoptions has been increasing as well, it lags well behind the increase in terminations. As a result, the number of state wards (children who have no legal parents) increases, because the state has cut off the legal connection to their biological parents and new parents have not adopted them. Also, parents of Black children, the least likely to be adopted, are most likely to lose their rights. Again, there is not an automatic connection between terminating parental rights and adoption.

In most cases, it is difficult to see how extinguishing children’s legal ties to a parent benefits them. Usually, termination of parental rights causes a disruption in the child’s life without necessarily leading to a permanent placement. There are, however, alternatives to terminating parental rights. We tend to think that there are only two options: returning the child home and adoption. Other possibilities exist that we have not adequately explored, like permanent guardianship with family members or friends who do not want to adopt the child, which would necessarily mean the termination of


rights of their daughter, cousin, or neighbor. These relatives may like
the idea of the child maintaining a relationship with the parents, even
though the parents are unable to regain custody of the child.

While ASFA scrutinizes decisions to return children to potentially
dangerous homes, it does not emphasize the need to scrutinize the
removal of children from their parents. Unnecessarily taking children
from their families is comparably as harmful to children as returning
them to dangerous homes. It is, of course, beneficial for a child to be
removed from a dangerous home, but it is also extremely detrimental
to a child to be separated from loving parents who are temporarily
unable to take care of their child.

These pragmatic problems with the law are connected to a deeper,
philosophical flaw in ASFA. Congress misidentifies the problem with
foster care in America as rooted in the fact that not enough children
are being adopted. I believe, however, that it is that too many children
are removed from their homes. This problem is magnified by the race
and class dimensions of the foster care system.

Every year nearly two hundred thousand children are removed from
their homes, with Black children being the most likely of any group in
America to be taken.25 In 1996 Black children, who make up fourteen
percent of the population under age nineteen, constituted forty-seven
percent of the foster care population. This figure reflects nationwide
statistics, including states like Vermont and Idaho that do not have
many Black children. In states with a large Black population, like
Illinois and New York and urban centers like Chicago and New York
City, the racial disparity is astounding. In Chicago almost ninety
percent of the children in foster care are Black. Martin Guggenheim,
who teaches at New York University, reports that of forty-two

25. See Adoption and Support of Abused Children: Testimony before the Senate Comm. on
Finance, 105th Cong., available in 1997 WL 14151914 (statement of Valora Washington,
program director for the Families for Kids Initiative of the W.K. Kellogg Foundation); PATRICK
make up 56 percent of the 110,000 children in foster care waiting to be adopted. U.S. Dept. of
Health & Human Services, Administration for Children and Families, Administration on Children,
Youth and Families, Children’s Bureau, Foster Care and Adoption Statistics (Jan. 1999)
fifty are white. Something is wrong. Even if the 41,250 Black and Latino children get adopted, this will not solve such a fundamental injustice.

I have nothing against adoption. I have written extensive criticism on the emphasis we place on genetic ties and the amount of money people spend to have genetically-related children. This society supports people’s efforts to have genetically-related children and the incredible amounts of money spent to do so, yet society tells another group of people that their children must be adopted. A double standard exists along class and race lines as to who makes a suitable parent and who does not.

There is a story I once heard that captures ASFA’s philosophical flaw. Three men were walking along a stream that was flowing down a hill when they began to notice babies floating in the water. The men kept scooping up the babies because the babies would drown if the men did not save them. As this occurred, more and more babies came down the stream. They kept grabbing the babies, trying to save them. Then, one man walks away and starts climbing up the hill. The other men ask, “What are you doing? You must help us save these babies.” He replies, “No, I am going to find out who is throwing these babies into the river.”

Like the two men in the story, ASFA directs attention away from the source of the problem. Its focus is on scooping babies out of the river, and it is not concerned with why there are so many falling in the river. Another important question to ask is why the babies are a particular color. I do not hold anything against the people grabbing the babies in order to save them, but it will not stop the influx of children into the system. Senator DeWine, one of ASFA’s sponsors, stated that Congress aimed to make sure every child had an opportunity to live in a safe, stable, loving, and permanent home.

28. While I first heard this story attributed to Judge Leon Higginbotham, I am not sure exactly who first told it.
29. See 144 CONG. REC. S1245201, S12452.
wish, yet Senator DeWine anticipates achieving this through adoption. He did not mean that every Black child in America could be raised in her own community in a stable, safe environment by her parents. Instead, he meant we must get them adopted into other safe, stable, and loving homes. This difference in the meaning of children’s welfare highlights ASFA’s focus on adoption to fix a larger social problem—child poverty. In turn, child poverty is related to racism in this country. Half of all Black children are born into poverty in the United States.\(^{30}\) The goal should be to reduce the need for adoption, because there is nothing positive about large numbers of children in foster care. We should applaud any country with low rates of child poverty and a child welfare system that minimizes the number of children going into foster care and needing adoption.\(^{31}\)

Two other trends were developing at the same time as ASFA—welfare reform and transracial adoption. Within a year of ASFA’s enactment, Clinton signed the new federal welfare reform law,\(^{32}\) which took away the federal safety net for poor children in this country. Researchers like Mark Rank are beginning to discover the impact of welfare reform on children.\(^{33}\) Will changes in welfare bring increased numbers of children into foster care? Newspapers report stories about mothers saying, “I had to put my child into foster care because I could not abide by the work requirements without child care and I cannot afford it.”\(^{34}\) A recent New York Times article on Wisconsin’s welfare program stated that five percent of mothers cut off from federal assistance had to “abandon” their children.\(^{35}\) This is evidence that welfare reform is pushing some families into the child welfare system.

---

33. See Rank, supra note 30, at 95.
At least one county in California imposes “full family” sanctions that cut off payments to children. This sanction triggers a visit by a welfare case worker that may lead to a child welfare investigation.

Former Speaker of the House, Newt Gingrich, believed a connection between welfare reform and termination of parental rights existed; he proposed taking the money saved by the reduction in benefits to poor mothers and using it to build orphanages for their children. Moreover, the federal welfare law leaves federal funds for foster care and adoption uncapped as entitlements. On the other hand, cash assistance sent directly to families and the funds for family preservation programs are capped and these funds have been reduced. Thus, money is transferred from poor assistance programs to foster care.

The press when discussing ASFA would mention reducing barriers to transracial adoption in connection with terminating parental rights and freeing children for adoption. Thus, they have also added a racial element to ASFA’s goals. U.S. News and World Report recounted the experience of a white couple who adopted two Romanian children because they were unable to adopt a Black child in America. This couple encountered so many barriers to adoption that they were forced to leave the country to find a child. The story served as an opening to the magazine’s coverage of ASFA. However, ASFA does not deal with transracial adoption. The conclusion one is left to draw is that perhaps ASFA will increase the termination of Black parents’ rights, thereby freeing more Black children for white couples to adopt. Some people link the faster termination of parental rights with the end of race-matching policies, which had existed until recently, as strategies to increase the adoption of Black children by white families.

We do not yet know what ASFA’s actual impact will be on the number of terminations of parental rights and adoptions or what racial

36. See Conversation with Martha Matthews, Staff Attorney, Youth Law Center (Jan. 1998).
39. See id.
disparities will occur as a result. However, I can describe the message conveyed by newspaper articles about ASFA and by the testimony during ASFA’s hearings. The message is clear: the reunification with biological families is unsafe, risky, and dangerous and adoption is safer and better for children. Virtually every mention of biological families in the testimony was negative. When biological families were mentioned, usually it was a family that killed or severely injured their child. Most spoke of adoptive homes as loving, safe, and stable and rarely acknowledged the possibility that such homes could also be with the biological family. In other words, we can find permanence and safety only in the form of adoption. The family preservation mandate and reasonable efforts language remains a part of the law, but the rhetoric surrounding the passage of ASFA contradicts this language.

Family law typically treats biological families as the real families and adoption as second-best alternative. However, ASFA’s proponents called adoptive families real families and disparaged biological families. For example, one Senator stated, “The law is going to be about the joy of adoption and the bonding of a ‘real family’ to so many kids.” He and others constantly reminded the audience that biology does not make a real family. Now all of a sudden adoptive families are “real families” and biological families are fake, dangerous families.

A stark contrast also exists in the way judges think about family ties in the divorce setting versus foster care. In the divorce context it is assumed that children need to maintain contact with the non-custodial parent. Usually, after a divorce the judge enters an order allowing visitation for the parent who is not the legal custodian of the child. Judges go out of their way to make sure the child maintains contact with this parent, even at the cost of sometimes inflicting trauma on the whole family. If the mother remarries and a stepfather is raising the child, the stepfather does not replace the biological father.

40. See supra note 13.
42. See Roberts, supra note 1, at 8-21; Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment 67-90 (1990); Martha Albertson Fineman, The Neutered Mother, the Sexual Family, and Other Twentieth Century Tragedies (1995).
With foster care the only person whose rights are diminished is the biological parent. Once the child is removed from the home, it is often assumed to be in the child’s best interests to end contact with the parents quickly and permanently. Why is that? One explanation is that we view adoption as being permanent, and we want children to have a clean move to a new home. Maintaining contact with the biological parents prolongs the messy situation of foster care. Another explanation is an economic one. If children are adopted into more economically privileged families, then the burden is less for the state than caring for the child in foster care while maintaining contact with the poorer parent.

I think the explanation has more to do with our society’s inability to value the bonds between poor parents and their children, especially poor Black parents and their children. Historically, this bond has been disparaged and demeaned. Black mothers are portrayed as transferring deviant lifestyles to their children. It is beyond many people’s imaginations that Black children in foster care have a strong, loving, healthy, and emotional attachment to their parents. Dominant American culture usually describes such a relationship in negative terms. It makes it easier to imagine the child screaming, “Don’t make me go back to that horrible home” than to see the child screaming, “I want to see my mother.”

The idea of family preservation as contrary to children’s rights masks political struggles in this country that are centered around hierarchies of race, class, and gender. I want to advocate a notion of children’s rights and welfare that accounts for this political context. These political struggles help to propel child welfare policy and to provide the sources of children’s welfare. Children are affected by the value placed on the group to which they belong. Policies that devalue Black families also hurt individual Black children because their societal status, welfare, and identity are intricately tied to the status and welfare of the group.

Finally, I think we need to reclaim some of the insights of the Black liberation movement of the sixties, even though it is unfashionable. We need to find a way of thinking that incorporates child welfare issues into the broader struggle to eradicate racial oppression as well as other
kinds of oppression in this country. This is the only way to tackle the problem of foster care and to address why five hundred thousand children, primarily Black children, are in foster care. I fear that the shift in child welfare policy draws attention away from these goals and makes it less likely that we are ever going to achieve them.